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Plenty has been written about the political and economical aspects of regionalism, but the legal perspective has been neglected. East Asian Regionalism From a Legal Perspective is unique in synthesizing legal, economic and political analyses. 

In the first part, the book investigates the current features of regionalism from a comparative perspective, looking at economic and currency cooperation and comparing Asian regionalism with Europe and Latin America. In the second part, the contributors go on to look at the present legal features of regionalism, covering institutional frameworks, trade diversity and regional integration. 


The third part of the book is truly unique in proposing an essential groundwork for the institutionalisation of an East Asian Community. It conceives a draft East Asian Charter, an essential document that distils what East Asian nations have achieved, and also includes integral principles and fundamental rules for future cooperation among countries and peoples in the region.

This book will be of interest to graduates and academics interested in regionalism, international relations, international law and Asian studies.
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Android Quick APIs ReferenceApress, 2015

	The Android Quick APIs Reference is a condensed code and APIs reference for the new Google Android 5.0 SDK. It presents the essential Android APIs in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.


	You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn out history lessons, or witty stories in this...
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Xlib Programming Manual for Version 11, Rel. 5, Vol. 1 (Definitive Guides to the X Window System)O'Reilly, 1994

	
		Covering X11 Release 5, the Xlib Programming Manual is a complete guide to programming the X library (Xlib), the lowest level of programming interface to X. It includes introductions to internationalization, device-independent color, font service, and scalable fonts.Includes chapters on:

		
			X Window System...
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Excel Programming: Your visual blueprint for creating interactive spreadsheetsVisual, 2010

	A great guide to Excel programming that is perfect for visual learners and takes you beyond Excel basics!


	This book is the perfect reference for Excel users who want to delve deeper into the application to create powerful and dynamic programs. From creating macros to customizing dialog boxes, this step-by-step guide helps...
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Federal Resume Guidebook: Write a Winning Federal Resume to Get in, Get Promoted, and Survive in a Government Career!  3rd EditionJIST Works, 2004
Shows where to find federal jobs and how to navigate the different application processes for the many federal agencies. Expert step-by-step guidance and resume samples for applying for jobs with the federal government.     

       Guide provides advice how to be considered 'best qualified' for a new Federal job, or a promotion or...
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ASIC and FPGA Verification : A Guide to Component Modeling (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
Today it is still very difficult to verify board or larger system designs through simulation or any other technique.  This important book addresses the largest ingredient needed to make simulation possiblethe availability of integrated circuit component models.  Addressed inside is how to use VITAL extensions and other conventions with VHDL to...
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Water and Biomolecules: Physical Chemistry of Life Phenomena (Biological and Medical Physics, Biomedical Engineering)Springer, 2009
Life is produced by the interplay of water and biomolecules. This book deals with the physicochemical aspects of such life phenomena produced by water and biomolecules, and addresses topics including "Protein Dynamics and Functions", "Protein and DNA Folding", and "Protein Amyloidosis". All sections have...
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